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Abstract. This short paper further extends the result of Tomita (1984) to have a weaker sufficient 
condition for the equivalence of a pair of non-real-time deterministic pushdown automata to be 
decidable. 
1. Introduction 
In [1], we have shown an algorithm for checking equivalence of a pair of 
deterministic pushdown automata (dpda's) which works even when none of them 
is real-time, provided that the pair has the so-called 'segmental property'. 
The aim of this paper is to further extend the above result. Here, we shall define 
the 'weak segmental property' (Definition 2.2) which is properly weaker than the 
segmental property, and then we shall show that the equivalence is decidable for a 
pair of dpda's with the weak segmental property. The result can be accomplished 
by only slightly modifying the algorithm of [1]. So, this paper is thoroughly based 
upon [1] and it only describes the new definitions with relevant basic properties 
and necessary changes. 
2. A condition and basic properties 
First, we specialize [1, Definition 3.2]. 
Definition 2.1. For derivation (/~,/3)=~ 2 (t~, y), with x~2; +, let /3'~F~ be the 
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shortest prefix of/3 such that (/~,/3') ~ (t], y'), with/3 =/3'/3", y = y'/3", and 
£ X I e X 2 
(if, fl') ~ (p~, B,/31) ~ (ql,/3,) ~ (P2, B2/32) -~ .  (q2,/32) 
M2 M 2 M 2 M 2 
X m E X"  
" "(pm, Bm/3m)---"~ (qm, flm)-""-'~- (Pm+l, Bm+l)---"'~. ((t, T') 
M2 M 2 M 2 
(m>~0), 
where B~ ~ F2, x, ~ L(p~, B,) c_ ~+, 1 <- i <~ m, and B,~+I ~ F2 if y' # e, else Bin+ 1 = $, 
with x = x~x2.., xmx". Then, define 
and 
I x ] Reading-Seg (if,/3) ~ (t~, y) = B, B2... BmB,,+~, 
M2 
Reading-Pop (/~,/3) ~ (t), y) 
M2 
(P~, B~)ql(P2, B2)q2... (Pro, Bm)q~(p~+~, Bm+~) if Bm+l~ F2, 
[ (Pl, B~)qa(P2, B2)q2 (Pro, Bin) if Bm+l = e. 
By convention, for (/~,/3) ~2 (t], y), define Reading-Seg[(/~,/3) ~ (t], y)] = e and 
Reading-Pop[(/~,/3) ~ (~ y ) ]= e. 
Then, [1, Definition 3.4] is changed to be less restrictive as follows. 
Definition 2.2. A pair of live configurations (p, a) e Q1 x F~ and (/~,/3) ~ Q2 x F~- 
is said to have the weak segmental property if (p, a) -= (/~,/33) implies the following 
property. 
There exists a constant ~ >I 1, only depending on M1 and M2, such that if 
X 
(p, Al,~")---->(q, ~ I ~"), 
M1 
where a = Aa" with A ~ F~, 
and 
X 
y), 
M2 
for some x ~ .~*, q ~ Q1, and (pj, y) ~ Q2 x F*, then 
Reading-Seg /7,/3) ~ (0j, Y) <~ ~- 
19/2 
A pair of dpda's M1 and M2 is said to have the weak segmental property if, in 
case M~ - M2, every pair of live configurations (p, a) e Q1 x F~ and (p,/3) s Q2 x F~- 
such that (qol, Zol) =~,  (p, a) and (qo2, Zo2) =~2 (P,/3) for some u e .~* has the 
weak segmental property. 
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For an intuitive explanation of the difference between [ 1, Definition 3.4] and our 
Definition 2.2, consider a simple example of a pair of equivalent dpda's M1 and 
M2 with the weak segmental property such that (qo~,Zo~)~,  (p ,A[a" )~,  
(q, e ] t~"), A e/'1, and (qo2, Zo2) ~ (/5,/3'/3") ~2 ((b,/3") for unboundedly long 
/3', where ]Reading-Seg[(/5,/3'/3") ~ (t~,/3")][ <~ ~. Here, it is possible that most 
of the stack symbols in (/5,/3') are the reading segments [1, Definition 3.2]. If this 
is the case, the pair M~, M2 does not have the segmental property of [1, Definition 
3.4]. 
We are henceforth exclusively concerned with a pair of dpda's M~ and M2 which 
is assumed to have the weak segmental property. Then we shall show that it is 
sut~cient for the equivalence of a pair of dpda's to be decidable that the pair has 
the weak segmental property. 
Next we define an equivalence relation ~ which is less restrictive than = in [1, 
Definition 3.7]. 
Definition 2.3. For (/5,/3), (/5, L3) ~ Q2 x F*, and a positive integer n, write 
(P,/3) (/5,/3) 
if (/5,/3) b~,~,(~,y) for some x~Z*,  (~ ,y )eQ2xF*  with [Reading- 
Seg[ ( /5 , /3 )~,  (~, 7)]]<~ n, then (/5,/3) --~- ~2 (r', y') for some (r', 7') ~ Q2x F* with 
(~, (1)7) = (r', (1)7,), and vice versa. - 
Remark. By definition, ~ with n = oo coincides with ~. Given (/5,/3), (/5,/3), and 
n, we can easily check whether (/5,/3) ~ (/5,/3) or not (cf. Lemma 2.5). 
Below, we shall give some basic properties. 
Lemma 2.4. (i) Suppose c and _c are configurations in reading modes such that c Z c 
for some positive integer n, and let 
with 
then 
X 
C ~" C r 
M2 
for some x ~ ~,*, _c' ~ Q2 x F*, 
Reading-Seg _c ~_c '  ~ n, 
M2. .J 
and 
X 
C"" '~C'  
M2 
for some c' ~ Q2 x F* 
I x ]  ] Reading-Pop c ~ c' = Reading-Pop c ~_c '  .
M2 L - 842 
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x I x 2 
(ii) For two derivations c "., c~ and c ", c2, if 
M2 M2 
Reading-Pop c ~ c~ = Reading-Pop c ~ c2 , 
M2 M2 
then 
x 1 
c'-'-"~, c~ 
M2 
x" I = C-------~.C2 
ME 
( cf [1, Definition 4.3]). 
The proof of both (i) and (ii) directly follows from Definitions 2.1 and 2.3. 
Lemma 2.5. Given an integer ~ >1 1 and a set of configurations in reading modes 
c Q2 x F*, the number of their equivalence classes under ~ is less than 
~(~)  = (I Q= II F~l + 1) ('+IO2D*-'. 
Proof. The upper lyound is less than or equal to 
(IQ2IIF=I)(IQ~IIF=I + 1)'02'(I Q211 r21 + 1) 10212 • • • (I Q=IIF=I + 1)lo2l*-' 
< (Q~llr21 + 1) '+Io2L+Io21~+" . 1021"-' 
<- (IQ=IIF=I+ 1) ('+t°21)*-'- [] 
Lemma 2.6 (instead of [1, Lemma 3.6]). Consider a pair of live configurations 
(p, or) ~ Q1 x F + and (~, [3) ~ Q2 x F-~ which has the weak segmental property, and let 
(p, a) = (if, [3). Then, 
where 
IReading-Seg(p, fl)l <~ ~(l~l),  
~ (Itr I) = (1 + IQ=I) *~'-', 
with ~ as in Definition 2.2. 
Proof. Since the pair of (p, a)  and (/~,/3) has the weak segmental property, it holds 
that IReading-Seg[(ifi,/3) ~= (r, e)]] <~ ~lcrl for any x ~ ~Y* and r z Q2. Then the 
lemma directly follows from the following claim. 
Claim. For every positive integer n, if 
Reading-Seg (p, [3) ~ (r, e) <~ n, 
Mr 2 
for any x e X,* and r ~ I)2, then 
IReading-Seg(p,/3)1 ~ (1 + I Q21)"-'. 
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Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The basis, n = 1, is obvious where (1+ 
IQ21) " -~-  1. 
Next, we assume that the claim is true for n=k(~>l) ,  and let [Reading- 
Seg[(/~, fl) ~4~ (r, e)]l ~ k + 1 for. any x e Z* and r e Q2, (/~,/3)--~ : (q, Cy') with 
(q, C)e  Q2x F2, and EMP(q, C)={r l ,  r2, . . . ,  rm} where m<~lQ21. Then, 
m 
IReading-Seg(/~,/3)1 ~< I cI + Z IReading-Seg(r~, 3")] 
i=1 
IT! 
<~ 1 + Z (1+lQ21) k-' 
i=l 
~< 1 + IQ2I(1 + IQ2I) k-' 
~< (1 + I Q=I)<k+'-L 
Thus, the claim has been proved and therewith Lemma 2.6. 
(by the induction hypothesis) 
[] 
Note here that (1 + IQ2I)~I'I-I~ > ~(1 +[Q2I) I~1-1, where the right-hand side is the 
previously defined ~(a)  in [1, Lemma 3.6], and the equality holds when ~ = 1. 
Lemma 2.7. Given an integer ~ >I 1 and a configuration c~ Q2 × 1"'2 in reading mode, 
it holds that 
Reading-Pop c - -~  c' Reading-Seg c----~, c' <~ ~, x e Z +, c' e Q2 x/-' 
M2 /V/2 
<~ (IQ21+ 1) ~-1. 
Proof 
I {Reading-PoP[ c 
<~1021'-'. 
SO, 
Reading-Pop [ c 
~< y. IQ2I'-'~<(IQ~I+ 1)~-1. 
i----1 
x]lR c' eading-Seg M2 
x]L [ c' Reading-Seg c 
M2 
[] 
x]l C--"~.C' 
M2 
x]l C' 
M2 
=i, xE.~ +, c'E Q2×/'2"}1 
<~,xeZ+,c '~ Q2xF*}I 
3. The equivalence-checking algorithm 
The algorithm we use to check the' equivalence of a pair of dpda's is just the 
same as in [1] except he steps of 'skipping' and 'halting' should be slightly changed 
as follows. 
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3.1. Skipping (cfi [1, Section 4.2]) 
Consider anode labeled (p, a) -- (/~, fl) in the present comparison tree T(M~: M2), 
where (p, a) has a nondecreasing mode (see [1, Definition 2.2]) and (/~,/~) is in 
reading mode, and rewrite the node label as 
(p, Ate") -- (/3, fl), where a = As" with A e F1. (1) 
Furthermore, suppose that T(MI'M2) contains another branching node labeled 
(P, AWl)  -~ (/7, f l )  (2) 
such that 
(/~, fl) ~ (/~, fl) (3) 
for some to~ ~ F*, fl ~ F2*, and n I> 1. Here, let such (p, Ato~) -- (/~, fl) be with the 
largest possible n. (Note misprints in [1, p. 99, line 23]: "fl'to2" and "~(/~, fl')" 
should read "fl'to2" and "~(/~, fl)", respectively. In addition, in [1, p. 101, line 13] 
"status" should read "step".) 
Definition 3.1 (instead of [1, Definition 4.4]). (i) Applicability of skipping: Skipping 
to the node labeled (p, Aa") - (/~, fl) (equation (1)) in question with respect to the 
branching node labeled (p, Atol)--(/~, fl) (equation (2)) is said to be applicable in 
T(MI:M2) if, for every derivation path of the form 
X 
((p, Ato~)-(:,fl)) ~ ((q, to~)-(~, 7)) 
- T (MI  : M 2) 
with x e L(p, A), q ~ QI, (F b, 7) ~ Q2 x F*, it holds that 
[ Reading-Seg[(/~, _fl)-~-~.. (t~, 7)]1 <~n, 
for n in equation (3). 
(ii) Slapping-end and edge:label: Suppose that 
X 
((p, Ato~)-(/~,_fl)) ~ ((q, tol)-=(t~, 7)), 
T(MI : bit2) 
where the node labeled (q, ~0~) -= (t~, 7) is not in halting status, and 
X 
(4, Ma 
for some xe L(p, A), q~ Q1, (t~, y), (t~, y)~ Q2xF* (cf. Lemma 2.4(i)). Then the 
node labeled (q, a")---(t~, 7) is a skipping-end from the node labeled (p, Aa") -  
(/~,/3) (equation (1)) in question with respect to the branching node labeled 
(p, Ato0 ~ (fi, _fl) (equation (2)) in T(MI: M2), with the edge-label between the two 
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nodes labeled (p, Aa") =- (~, fl) and (q, a") --- (~, y) being x, provided that the present 
T(MI :M2)  has not yet contained such a derivation path as 
( (p, Aa ") - (/~, fl)) 
such that 
X t 
, ((q, ~")-= (4j, 3')) 
T(M I : M 2) 
Reading-Pop (/~,fl) (~, 3') =Reading-Pop (/5, f l)---). (t~, 3') 
M2 
for any x' e L(p, A). 
Note here that a skipping node may have more skipping-ends with the same label 
but with distinct edge-labels between them, and that relabeling of edges is not 
necessary then, in contrast o [1]. 
3.2. Halting (cf. [1, Section 4.3]) 
It suffices to replace equations (4.8) and (4.9) in [1, Section 4.3] by the following 
equations (4) and (5): 
and 
[ xo ] [ x l Reading-Pop (/~, fl) ~ (t~, Yo) = Reading-Pop (/~, fl) ~ (~, 3') 
M 2 M2 
(4) 
I xo x (t~, yo)h(t~, 3') wi thh= (/~,/3)---->(t~, 3'0) = (/~,fl)'--"~- (~ 3') 
M2 M2 
(cf. Lemma 2.4(ii)). 
) 
(5) 
4. Termination and correctness of the algorithm 
Case 1. When the given dpda's Mt and M2 are equivalent and the pair has the 
weak segmental property, the proof of termination and correctness of the algorithm 
proceeds just as in [ 1, Section 5.1 ] if we redefine b ° in [ 1, Lemma 5.1 ] as 
~=lQ,IIr, l~(~), 
where ~(~)  is defined in Lemma 2.5 with ~ as in Definition 2.2. Further, we have 
to replace ~(a")  in [1, I.,mma 5.5] by ~(la"D defined in l_~mma 2.6, and the bound 
at the end of [1, Lemma 5.5] by 
(I Q21 + 1)~-1l Q~I I Q211°21~'+2(I/'21 + ) a', 
where (IQ~l + 1) 8 - '  is in Lemma 2.7. 
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Case 2. When the given dpda's M1 and M2 are inequivalent, the proof of 
termination and correctness of the algorithm also proceeds almost as in: [1, Section 
5.2] by using Lemma 2.4 after changing part (iii) of [1, Claim Fn] as follows: 
Claim E,, 
(iii) 
and 
E( .o I " 1 Reading-Pop /~, fl) ~ (~k, 0o) = Reading-Pop /~, fl) ~ (~k, 0) 
M2 M 2 
.o " I) (~k, 0o)~(~k, 0) withh= (~ ,~) - - -~(~k,  0o) = (~,/3) ~(~,0)  . 
M2 M 2 
Combining the above two cases, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. The equivalence of a pair of dpda's is decidable if it has the weak 
segmental property. 
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